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This paper introduces an ongoing study that aims to combine location-based
social network analyses and topological space syntax analyses for reading the city
and developing urban strategies, compatibly with city center expansion trends.
This study focuses on: a) Analyzing/visualization of the big data that emerged
from location-based social networks that exposes activity trends of the study area.
b) Revealing relationships between activity distribution and potential movement
axes -that achieved through space syntax analysis- c) Evaluating potential
movement axes and activity trend relations for reasoning urban decision making.
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INTRODUCTION
Cities consist of several physical and social based layers that gives them their unique characteristics and
interact with each other in complex ways. They expand with a bottom-up behaviour by the impact of
change in their components. Interactions between
diﬀerent individuals rooted in time and space deﬁnes
multitude of social and physical networks that reinforce one another as they develop (Batty 2012). Cities
are systems, that are shaped up with bottom-up processes and are open to external impacts. In order to
read or analyse the cities, it is essential to make visible the relationships between social and physical networks within the city (Jacobs 1961). By revealing tendencies of the networks those emerged through how
city users shape social life of the city, a strong indica-

tion can be found to enable user-oriented decision
making processes for urban design.
With rapid development of communication and
information technologies and accessibility of wireless internet through mobile devices, great amount
of data as an index of city users' activity ﬁngerprints
have become available increasingly. This great shift
in technology and relatively in social life, reveals high
amount of inputs to consider and provide broad
range of sights for understanding cities with diverse
methods.

Big Data In Urbanism
The term Big Data refers to the availability of massive amounts of machine-readable information. (Offenhuber and Ratti 2014) These massive datasets as
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footprints of individuals' activities within city, can
be acquired with diverse methods: directed by an
operator, automated or volunteered. The sources
of those data have a rich diversity and can emerge
through: tracking individuals movement activities
within city by remote / routine sensing, extracting
crowdsourced social network data that users voluntarily participate, extracting cell phone activities
data, through extracting transportation / transaction
cards' data or governmental records, etc. Big Data
provides information to develop strategies for urban
topics such as transportation, waste management,
public participation and urban design decision support.

Location-Based Social Networks
Approximately 2 billion people use location-aware or
smart phones globally and more than one quarter of
the world are expected use smart devices by 2016 [1].
As technology deployment is growing bigger, smart
devices have been indispensable part of daily routines and social life. With one third usage ratio of all
utility usage in location-aware devices [2], Location
Based Social Networks (LBSNs) relatively gain ground
in social life.
LBSNs are location-based services that utilizes location information with GPS-enabled mobile
phones/devices and facilitates social networking. LBSNs not only provide location information for social
networks, additionally provide users a social structure derived from locations that users can share ideas
specially for the places, review recommendations
and also creates a knowledge of common interests,
behaviour and activities from individuals' locationtagged data. (Zheng 2011)
Users' motivations for regular participation to
those platforms diﬀers from; urban discovery (as an
navigation tool), place recommendation, experience
sharing; to personal motivations as; friend tracking,
location-based gaming (earn points at participation)
or listing (to see which places are popular at walking
distance). (Bawa-Cavia 2011)
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FRAMEWORK
The feedback relationship between the physical and
social network of the city as deﬁned in space syntax
theory (Hillier and Hanson 1984) plays an important
role in deﬁning the main approach of this study. The
approach follows relative idea that: movement axes
of individuals deﬁne the main fact of city formation
and serve as a catalyzer of interaction between city
users (Jacobs 1962) In the scope of the study, this correlation between movement axes and activity zones
are evaluated to expose cause and eﬀects within the
study area for urban decision making.
The study targets to extend the locationbased social network data analysis and visualization
methodologies in to urban analyses by combining
two diﬀerent type of analyses' results: 1) the outcomes of location-based data analysis that shows
social activity distribution 2) hierarchical relation ties
of physical space that shows potentials of movement.
Those axial map and point density based outcomes
are not foreseen to justify each other or justiﬁcation
is not set as main objective, however, incompatibility
at present situation is sought by matching outcomes
to ﬁnd potentials for activity expansions.
Conceptual framework has been shaped with
the guidance of location-based networks data analyses such as: "Sensing the Urban" that examines activity hubs; polycentricity, fragmentation and agglomeration of urban activities (Bawa-Cavia 2011); "Catching the World's Eye" that shows visitors' behaviours
within city through extracting data from social media platform Flickr (Girardin 2014) and space syntax social data analyses that combines diverse data analysis within urban topology in order to create strategies for urban spaces (Karimi and Parham 2012).

METHODOLOGY
In the study, the methodology is developed in four
sequential steps: First, the location-based social network data generated through users' activities on
virtual services are extracted; second, the data is
mapped according to the location and quantity values by performing density analysis; third, the inte-

Figure 1
Cell Conﬁguration
of the Study Area

gration hierarchies are revealed by performing axial
analyses; and fourth; the prospective pattern formations and expansion strategies for the study area are
predicted by matching the urban activity inferences
with urban topological values.

Data Collection

Figure 2
DepthMap
Screenshot that
shows Street
Network's Global
İntegration Map

For surveying and extracting data of individuals' activities; Foursquare database is utilized with considering widespread use of the application by mobile devices/phone users currently. Foursquare is a locationbased social network that allow users check-in at
venues by location-aware devices/phones. Venues
can be open spaces like parks or buildings in any
function (café, school, restaurant, residence, oﬃce,
etc) [3]. Any Venue can be created by users on
the network and consequently database is established with crowdsourcing. Users can follow, communicate, set meetings (appears with linked application Swarm) and check-in together with other users
on Foursquare or write / review recommendation for
venues. Foursquare also provides a personalized recommendation engine by evaluating user's "tastes".
As explained in LBSNs; users' motivations can diﬀer
participating in those networks and outcomes show
declared activities of individuals; the check-in data
emerged in Foursquare can be considered as reﬂection of social activity distribution for the study area.
Foursquare's Application Programming Interface
(API) database is utilized to reach total history data
[4]. The data has been collected from total check-in
counts of geo-located venues, declared by the users
on virtual service platform. Since Foursqure Public
Search API returns maximum 50 venues' total checkin counts in a single search [4], the study area, approximately 6km2, has been divided into square cells
of 300x300 meters to get accurate outcome as illustrated in Figure 1. By this way, approximately 3
thousand venues' total 9 million check-in statistics are
achieved with several searches.
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Topological Analyses of Urban Network
For revealing potential movement axes within physical structure of the study area, Space Syntax based
axial analyses are performed. Space Syntax is a theory and method, pioneered by Bill Hiller and Julienne
Hanson. It is developed in purpose of analysing spatial conﬁguration of settlements and buildings in order to reveal movement potentials. For analysing urban networks, urban networks are abstracted to axial lines as longest sightlines; the angular, topological and distance relations in network at local or global
scales are computed. (Hillier and Hanson 1984)
The topological character of the study area has
been examined with Space Syntax based open source
software Depthmap [5] in order to get potential
movement axes and integration values of the study
areas' street network.
Street network hierarchy that emerged from
computation of accessibility relations are acquired
(Figure 2). With this, numerical and visualized results
of the hierarchical conﬁguration of the street map
that may aﬀect social behaviours are achieved.

GIS Integration
Total check-in data counts of venues that has been derived from Foursquare network are imported to GIS
Software, ArcMap with geo-spatial references. To ex-

pose the hotspots and user's behavioural patterns in
the study area, density calculations are performed
and raster map is visualized through venues' total
check-in counts and location data [6]. In order to draw
a conclusion, axial and point density based outcomes
are matched in ArcMap as illustrated in Figure 3.

Predicting City Center Expansion and Developing Strategies
Kadıköy center region, settled in east-side of Bosphorus, is a sub-center of Kadıköy District in İstanbul with
approx.500 thousand of population. Study area, as
center Kadıköy, is bordered with sea at North and
West and with highways link to neighbour districts
and Bosphorus Bridge at South and East. Center
Kadıköy acts as a transportation hub of Eastern Side
of Istanbul with ferry, subway and intercity railway
hubs; as well as a center of attraction with arts/culture, shopping, sightseeing, etc. activities.
Matching topological analyses and point density
raster maps in GIS as illustrated in Figure 4, has shown
that, activity density is at maximum level in Historical Bazaar (1) and Bahariye zones (2). Another activity clusters are observed in: Moda district (3) Part of
Yeldeğirmeni district (4) Bus Hub, Municipality Building and Stadium region (5) Subway transfer hub and
shopping mall region at north (6). Historical Bazaar
Figure 3
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Figure 4
Illustration that
shows emerging
activity clusters and
prospective
movement axes

(1) and Bahariye (2) zones, where maximum density
is observed, have a positive correlation with integration values of axes. Despite activity density is observed in Moda district (3), street network integration
is seen at low levels (Figure 4).
Potential movement axes, that shows high integrated property in low activity density areas, are
marked to facilitate linking present activity cluster
and emerged activity clusters as illustrated in Figure
4. Those axes by restricting vehicle traﬃc and improving physical quality of walkability are predicted
to be potential "walkable" axes. New potentials for

hotspots and social interactions are predicted by
considering the activity trends and spatial network's
integration values for the area.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this study, space syntax and location-based social
network analyses are utilized and complement each
other for reading city and predicting urban activity
expansions. For the study area, new center expansion zones are predicted by utilizing multiple inputs
and observing correlation between spatial conﬁgu-
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ration and activity trends.
Future work for the study area will compare LBSNs' outcomes that change in time or trends of activities that change by physical impacts.
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